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Chinese Writer Identification Based on the Distribution of Character Skeleton



Luo Wei, Zhang Dexian, Wang Feng, Gong Zhile, Zhu Min and Bao na School of Information Science and Engineering Henan University of Technology Zheng Zhou, P.R.China e-mail: [email protected] Abstract—In this paper, a kind of Chinese character writer identification method is proposed and tested. Firstly, considering handwriting can be texture image in some sense, the Gabor wavelet is used to extract texture feature. Then a Local Direction Contribution Method (LDCM) is adopted to extract the local features of feature characters. In practice, we first skeletonise the character and then compute the skeleton direction distribution in each sub-region. Nearest neighbor classifier based on weighted Euclidean distance is utilized in classification. Experiment results verifies that the classification performance of LDCM is better than the Gabor method, and the correct identification rate of Top-3 candidates can reach 100% under the random combination of 3 feature characters. Keywords-writer identification; LDCM; Gabor wavelet; WED



I.



INTRODUCTION



With the rapid growth of biometric person identification, it enables DNA typing, fingerprint classification, iris and handwriting identification to develop in a high rate. Different with physiological characteristics, such as fingerprint and iris, handwriting is the reflection of our human beings behavior characteristic. Contrary to other forms of biometric person identification used in forensic labs, handwriting captures the attributes of instability, forgery and nonuniqueness. Consequently it has always being an extremely difficult for machine automatic identification. Offline handwriting identification is mainly used to narrow the range of suspicious, improve the objective of processing and offer scientific bases for handwriting identification experts. Writer identification is the task of determining the author of sample handwriting from a set of writers. Recent advances in image processing, pattern classification and machine learning allow for a substantial new method in this field. Said et al. [1] treat the writer identification task as a texture analysis problem using multi-channel Gabor filtering and grey-scale co-occurrence matrix techniques. Zois et al. [2] base their approach on single words by morphologically processing horizontal projection profiles. Edge based directional probability distributions and connected component contours as features for the writer identification task are proposed in [3]. Leedham et al. [4] present a set of eleven features which can be extracted easily and used for the identification and verification of documents containing handwritten digits. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based



recognizers are used for the identification and verification of persons based on their handwriting in [5]. Blankers et al. introduce loop and lead-in features for describing the individual properties of handwriting [6]. Zhang et al. [7, 8] extract features of feature words and characters, and determine the discriminability of digits and characters. [9] extract the basic strokes of Chinese characters as classification models and use Gaussian function to model each class. Unlike the former methods for feature extraction, In this paper we analyze the skeleton of character, extracting the skeleton direction distribution and synthesizing the correspondence position information as the handwriting features. Also we have simplify described the Gabor feature, which it’s one of the global features, and compared the discriminability with the method proposed in this paper. The experiments and analysis results indicate the feature proposed in this paper is performed superior to the Gabor feature. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we describe data collection. Feature extraction will be introduced in detail in Section 3. Experiment method and correspondence analysis will follow in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper. II.



DATA CLLECTION



A source document in Chinese, comprise ten Arabic numerals range from 0 to 9, was to be copied by each writer three times, which was designed for the purpose of this study. The other one material about 5 to 10 line characters was self-generated description of what everything in Free writing style. Considering the writing instability of the same person at different time, we collected the materials with the interval from two weeks to one month. Each of the collected handwritten documents is digitally scanned (300 dpi resolution) and stored as 8 bit (256 grey levels) images. The writing is formed uniformly take white woodfree writing paper of size 15 cm×21 cm and gel-ink pen with accuracy of 0.5mm. Since the constraint of current image segmentation and image processing, we assumed the preprocessing, such as denoise, has been accomplished. And for the reason of impossible collecting the writing velocity and pressure for Off-line writer identification, we just limit our discussion in this paper in the scope of normal and free



writing style and discard the forgery document. One sample of writing is shown in figure 1(a), (b) shows the copies of the same characteristic word provided by four writers, each of which manually segment from their samples.



135o. This gives a total of 24 output images (4 for each frequency). The feature vector is the mean and standard deviation of each output image. Therefore, 48 features per input image are calculated. Testing was performed by using all the 48 features. Figure 2 shows an original binarilized image of size 128×128 pixels and its filtered image with Gabor filter in direction 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o which the central frequency is set in 4, 8, 16, 32, 48 and 64.



Figure 1. (a)handwriting sample (b)character “前” written by 4 writers each 3 copies.



III.



FEATURE EXTRACTION



A. Gabor wavelet feature Gabor wavelet is an effective analysis tool for wavelet transform. Its characteristic very resemble the visual neural mechanisms of our human being’s, it captures the attributes of arbitrary frequencies and directions. And it plays an important role in the analysis of texture image for its concise and excellent time-frequency performance. An input image I ( x , y ), x , y ∈ Ω （ Ω - the set of image points), is convolved with a two-dimensional Gabor function g ( x, y ), x, y ∈ Ω , to obtain a Gabor feature image



r ( x, y ) as follows[10]:



r ( x, y ) = ∫∫ I (ξ ,η ) g ( x −ξ , y − η ) d ξ dη



(1)



We use the following family of Gabor functions: 2



2



x' + γ 2 y ' x' π +ϕ) g λ ,θ ,ϕ ( x, y ) = exp( ) cos(2 λ 2σ 2 x ' = x cos θ + y sin θ



(2)



y ' = − x sin θ + y cos θ We’ll adopt circle symmetric orthogonality filter in our experiments, ϕ = 0 , π , γ = 1 . Texture characteristics can 2 be extracted from different frequencies and directions by altering the value of λ and θ which are the radial frequency and orientation that define the location of the channel in the frequency plane. We use frequencies of 4, 8, 16, 32, 48 and 64 cycles/degree. For each central frequency λ , filtering is performed at θ =0o, 45o, 90o and



Figure 2. (a)normalized binary image (b)filter image in direction 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o from top down and different central frequency set in 4, 8, 16, 32, 48 and 64 from left to right.



B. LDCM feature Document[11] introduced the usage of Local Direction Contribution Method (LDCM) in character recognition, it first segment the character into several cells, and then count the direction distribution of the black pixel in each cell. Position and direction contribute the final feature vector. In this paper, we first binarilize the original image and manually segment the feature characters from the document. The gravity normalization [12] was used to normalize the feature character into an image of size 64×64 pixels. Then extract character skeleton and segment the skeleton image into 16 cells. And finally we account the black pixel direction distribution information in each cell. Considering the strokes of Chinese character mainly lies in the horizon, vertical and left and right diagonal, we normalize the direction of every black pixel into one of these four directions. At each black pixel in the image, the longest continuous run of black pixel in each of the four directions is computed. The pixel is labeled with the direction in which the run length is maximum. That is, each black pixel is labeled as part of a stroke of one of the four directions. In our experiments, we labeled a value between 1 to 4 (for horizontal, left diagonal, vertical and right diagonal) that indicates the direction of the run with the maximum length at the current location in the image. And we labeled value 0 in the cell which doesn't have skeleton exist or absence the stroke in one of these four directions. For each of the 16 cells in the image area, the labeled black pixels of each type in that area are counted. The counts are then normalized by the total number of black pixels in the skeleton image. The stroke direction distribution is represented by a 64-dimensional feature vector, which stores the normalized counts of black pixel of each of the four types in 16 cells. The statistic characteristic of feature character “



他” is given in figure 3, and with its 64-dimensional feature vector.



Figure 3. (a)original character (b) binary character after gravity normalization (c)skeleton image (d)skeleton direction in 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o (e)64-dimensional feature vector



IV.



EXPERIMENT DESIGN



A. The Weighted Euclidean (WED) Classifier Nearest neighbor classifier based on weighted Euclidean distance was used to classify the samples in our Experiments. Representatives features for each writer are determined from the features extracted from training handwriting texts of the writer. Then, for an unseen handwritten text block by an unknown writer (who has contributed training images), similar feature extraction operations are carried out. The extracted features are then compared with the representative features of a set of known writers. The writer of the handwriting is identified as writer K by the WED classifier. The following distance function is a minimum at K: N ( f − f k )2 d(k) = ∑ n k 2n (vn ) n=1



Where



(3)



f n is the nth feature of the input document, and



f n( k ) and vn( k ) are the sample mean and sample standard deviation of the



nth feature of writer K respectively.



B. Experiment method A source document in Chinese, comprise ten Arabic numerals range from 0 to 9, was to be copied by each of the total 10 writers three times. The other one material about 5 to 10 line characters was self-generated description of what everything in Free writing style. We randomly selected two same content documents as training set, the rest is using as test set. For Gabor feature, we first binarilize the image and remove the gaps between rows and columns, and then using bilinear interpolation to normalize the image into size of 256 ×256 pixels. The flexibility of this method will be analyzed in detail in the next section. In order to obtain more training samples of each writer and improve the accuracy, we segment each image averagely into 4 sub-images of size 128 ×128 pixels. So every writer can get 8 training samples, the rest two samples can also take the same procedure to segment into 8 test samples, in which four samples’ content



can be found in the training samples. The total number of our experiments is 800 times (4 × 10 ×10+4 × 10 ×10). For LDCM feature, we primarily testify its usage in the text dependent writer identification as the feature characters involved in the study. So our experiments only carried out in the three same content documents. As mentioned above, we still randomly choose two of the three documents and select 10 feature characters in each one as training set. And test the discriminability using the feature characters from the third one. Experiments first implemented 100 times in the first one feature character, each one compared with the others besides 2



itself, and then perform C10 * (10 + 10) = 900 times in the combination of any two feature characters, and 3600 times of three feature characters. The final discriminate rate is the average value in each combination. About the selection of feature characters should incline to which comprise rich but concise strokes that easy to implicit the writer’s personality. Just as the character shows in figure 1(b). C. Experiment result Considering the difficult we encountered in character segmentation, we adopt one global compression method to produce the texture image mentioned above in this paper. Figure 4 shows the discriminability of Gabor feature in text dependent and text independent and its average discriminability based on WED. The text dependent result based on global compression is some out of our expectation, the accuracy rate isn’t as high as we have supposed, but its Top-3 correct discriminability can still reach 85%. The implicity reasons due to this surprising result may be explained as the nonuniform normalization for each character. And we can conclude that in order to improve the correct discriminalbility, the texture making in preprocessing must be taken in the level of character. Other wise, the discriminability of text dependent is just as the text independent’s. Of course the experiment still verified the Gabor feature is an effective feature in handwriting writer identification. Figure 5 shows the classification performance using WED as a function of LDCM feature. The feature characters be selected in our experiments is “要, 行, 动, 前, 们, 始, 牵, 坚, 成, 作”. The Top-6 writer-identification performance is 30% in using one feature character, and Top-7 of 60% in the combination of two. But the performance is improved apparently with the combination of any three of these feature characters and the Top-3 writer-identification performance is reached 100%. When affirming the experiment, we can imply the selection of feature characters is one of the reasons for affecting the discriminability in some content, and the experiment result with strong occasionality especially in the case of absence adequate feature characters. But this occasionality can preserve in a low level and manifest a stable discriminability while randomly using 3 feature characters. So from our experiments we are sure the LDCM feature based on character skeleton is one of effective features which can be used in handwriting writer identification. Comparing Gabor and LDCM features we can



easily find out the LDCM have a better performance over Gabor method.



Experiments verified the direction distribution of character skeleton is one of effective discriminate feature and also manifest the local feature is performed better than global feature in the scope of handwriting writer identification. The constraint of our experiment will be overcome in our future work, such as the experiments on more handwriting samples, the discriminability comparing of different local features, the fusion of characteristics in different layers and the selection of different classifier and integration. REFERENCES [1]



Figure 4. discriminability of Gabor feature



Figure 5. discriminability of LDCM feature



V.



CONCLUSION



In view of the difficulties of handwritten character segmentation, we adopted a global compression based on bilinear interpolation to produce the texture image. The result revealed the global compression can affect the discriminability of Gabor feature through experiments carried on text dependent and text independent. LDCM feature based on character skeleton can effectively use for writer identification while combining three feature characters, and it performed better than Gabor feature.
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